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I.  Ordering an Appraisal 
 
When sending an RFP make sure you are sending it to a NH Licensed General Real Estate Appraiser.  You 
can check licensing at:  https://nhlicenses.nh.gov/verification/Search.aspx.  Ask for qualifications if you 
don’t already know them.  Appraisers that have gone through easement appraisal course work are 
obviously a plus for an easement appraisal. 
 
Items to provide the appraiser when ordering appraisal (see attached sample letter in Exhibit A.  Note, 
this letter does not ask for qualifications and should only be used when you know the appraiser is 
qualified for the assignment): 

• List who is the client (the people/entity paying for the appraisal) and the intended users (usually 
funders and project partners).  Note see Accreditation Manual Requirement 9J (Exhibit B) which 
requires the appraisal be: 

o An appraisal commissioned by the organization 
o An appraisal commissioned by a public agency 
o An appraisal commissioned by a nonprofit partner (if the nonprofit partner has a 

mission similar to that of the organization and requires its funds to be spent responsibly) 
o An appraisal commissioned jointly by the organization and the landowner 
o A review appraisal of the landowner’s appraisal that is commissioned by the 

organization 
o An appraisal commissioned by the landowner with the land trust listed as an intended 

user 
• Indicate the type of project (fee or easement) 
• Indicate the Purpose of appraisal.  Why are you requesting the appraisal (e.g., to purchase a 

conservation easement using funds from federal, state, town and private sources).  If you have 
an idea of what grants you are proposing to use to fund the project you can list them. 

• Indicate whether you want the appraisal done to USPAP or Yellow Book. 
• Provide Landowner name 
• Tax Map and Lot Number 
• Property location and general description. Estimated the amount of road frontage, river 

frontage.  Indicate how much of the property is forested versus field and general 
condition/stocking.  Indicate how the property is used.  Improvements on the property and if 
there is an excluded area provide general description (e.g., house and outbuildings) 

• Other land owned by the landowner nearby or that is not part of the assignment (Enhancement 
issue for IRS or Larger Parcel Analysis for Yellowbook) 

• Indicate if the appraisal is going to be reviewed by a Review Appraiser (federal or state).  You 
will want to make sure the negotiated contract with the appraiser includes this work and the 
cost of the appraiser going through the review process.  

• Estimated acreage of the property, the area of the conservation easement, and the area of the 
excluded area (if applicable). 

• Indicate the type of Report you are seeking. 
o There used to be 3 types of reports: Self Contained, Summary and Restricted Use. 
o Now USPAP specifies only 2 types:  Appraisal Report and Restricted Appraisal Report 

• Documents to provide the appraiser: 
o Conservation Easement Projects – provide sample or negotiated CE or CE summary 
o Survey recording reference or a copy 
o Deed recording reference or copy 

https://nhlicenses.nh.gov/verification/Search.aspx
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o For conservation easement projects, a map that shows the Excluded Area.  Important to 
have this pretty well defined at this point since the Excluded Area shape and size can 
have significant effects on value. 

o Map – aerial and topo.  Other helpful maps that maybe applicable to the type of 
appraisal like a soils map, a map showing the wetlands, map of the internal road layout 

• Timber cruise (if available) 
• Title report (if available) 
• Conceptual development analysis – sample RFP letter is included in Exhibit C. 

o Help define maximum productivity 
o Generally only used when highest and best use is subdivision and the features of the 

land or development requirements in the community are such that a professional 
surveyor/engineer’s expertise is needed 

o Sometimes as part of the RFP to appraisers we ask the appraiser to identify if a 
development analysis is needed for their assignment. 

 
II. Reviewing an Appraisal 
 

I go into reviewing an appraisal with these overall questions:  (1) is the appraisal accurate with 
respect to the facts as we know them? (2) Did the appraiser sufficiently document their process and 
analysis so anyone reading it can reasonably understand how they arrived at their conclusion? (3) Is 
the appraisal and its conclusion and analysis reasonable? The appraiser has the license, not me.  
 
Read entire report. Regional, Municipal and Neighborhood Analyses can be very informative.  Also 
used for justification of several adjustments. 

 
Some Particular Areas to Focus on 
• Extraordinary assumptions and hypothetical conditions.  Jurisdictional exceptions.  You should 

expect the appraiser to have discussed any of these with you prior to their drafting the report. 
• Did the appraiser accurately describe the assignment 
• Description of the Property/Property Analysis.   

o Do you know about town zoning or regulation requirements the appraiser missed? 
o Did the appraiser accurately describe the topography, wetlands, existing 

easements/utilities that could affect value? 
• Did the appraiser use the appropriate Methodology? Almost always for land projects sales 

comparison is used.  Would a development analysis also have been appropriate as an additional 
methodology? 

• For a conservation easement project did they include the conservation easement and a 
summary of the easement? 

• Highest and Best Use – Does it make sense and was it done for the before and after approach 
for a conservation easement. 

o Is the appraiser’s highest and best use how you would approach the property if you 
were a buyer of the property interested in acquiring it for its highest and best use? 

o  Is it informed by professional consultation (development analysis, timber cruise)? 
o  Is it overly optimistic or overly pessimistic? 
o Does the Highest and Best Use comply with zoning/land use regulations? 

• Comparable Sales 
o Do they make sense as comparables? 
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o How old are the comparables?  I have a strong preference for within the last year, but 
this is not always possible 

o Do you know any better comps to share?  Look at other appraisals you have had done 
for similar properties.  Are there other sales that you know about?  Are there sales of 
conservation eased properties your stewardship staff may know about for the “after 
value” of conservation easement projects? Has  partner organization done work in the 
town that they could maybe share comps with you? 

o Read the comp sheets in addition to the comparable sales table.  Anything seem amiss 
that would make you think this is not a comparable property or that requires additional 
adjustments by the appraiser? 

o Study the adjustments and the comparable sales grid (see Examples in Exhibit D). 
  Are they explained sufficiently and are they reasonable? 
  Do you have information that the appraiser may not be aware of either about 

the subject property or the comparables?  For example, was the comp really 
Arm’s Length or was there extenuating circumstances? 

 Is the appraiser adjusting for the right things?  Typical adjustment factors 
include:  time, current use, financing, conditions of sale, location, size, amenities 
(water frontage, views). 

•  But what about road frontage (frontage/acre), particular physical 
characteristics of property (irregular shape, fields, forest, topography, 
amount of wetlands and location of the wetlands), structures. 

 My general rule is if the adjustments are getting over 50% then the comp may 
not really be that comparable 

• If a Development Approach was done (See Development Approach grids in Exhibit E): 
o Is there a comparable sales analysis of the lots to get a lot value 
o Is the appraiser capturing the all the costs associated with the development and are the 

costs being incurred at a reasonable schedule (e.g., year 1)?   
o Typical costs you should be looking for are the Current Use tax payments (if the 

property is in current use), realtor commission, real estate tax, RETT, road costs, fire 
protection, developer profit, permitting approvals. Has the appraiser talked with outside 
experts to get these costs? 

o Do the costs seem accurate – survey and engineering can sometimes be low in 
particular 

o Are costs and revenues being captured in the right years 
o Absorption rate – basing it on development sell outs  

 
In conclusion, rather than coming at the appraiser with a “this is wrong” approach, I frame my 
comments in the form of questions so the appraiser can explain themselves.  Then I can ask them “did 
you think of this . . .” 
 
III. 8283 Appraisals Review 
 
The following checklist is based upon the Land Trust Accreditation Manual Practice 10B (see Exhibit F): 

� The effective date of valuation listed in the appraisal is not more than 60 days prior to the date 
of the gift and is not after the date of the gift.  

� The appraisal does not indicate that the appraiser’s fee was based on a percentage of the value 
of the property or property interest.  
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The appraisal contains:  

� A description of the property (including any extraordinary assumptions made in the 
appraisal) in sufficient detail to determine that the property or property interest 
appraised was the property or property interest donated  

� The terms of any agreement or understanding entered into (or expected to be entered 
into) by or on behalf of the donor that relates to the use, sale or other disposition of the 
donated property (such as a conservation easement)  

� The qualifications of the appraiser*  
� A statement that the appraisal was prepared for income tax purposes  
� The appraised fair market value of the contribution*  
� The method of valuation used to determine fair market value, such as the comparable 

sales approach or income approach*  
� The specific basis for the valuation, such as inclusion of comparable sales transactions*  

� For conservation easements, when the organization has information that the donor or family 
member (as defined by the Treasury Department Regulations) owns contiguous property, 
confirm that the entire contiguous property has been addressed in the qualified appraisal.*  

� For conservation easements, when the organization has information that the donor or a related 
person (as defined by the Treasury Department Regulations) owns any property that has 
increased in value by granting of the conservation easement (known as enhancement), confirm 
that the non-easement property has been addressed in the qualified appraisal or Form 8283 
supplemental statement.*  

� The appraisal is prepared, signed and dated by an appraiser.  
 
Although the Land Trust’s Signature on the 8283 does not represent agreement with the claimed value, 
the Land Trust should use common sense in reviewing the appraisal to avoid an appearance of 
substantiating overstating donations.  Per the guidance in the Summer 2015 issue of LTA’s “SavingLAND” 
article entitled “The Syndication of Conservation Easement Deductions”, review the appraisal and 
indicate “Yes” or “No”: 
 
 _____  Is the appraisal generally in line with the expected value. 
 _____  Is the appraisal aggressive in its conclusion of value based on the Land Trust’s experience of 
land values in the area and is the value over the top of the range. 
  _____ Are the concerns with the appraisal to such a degree that they should be shared with 

the IRS 
 _____  Is the value conclusion of the appraisal egregiously over the top range in light of the Land 
Trust’s Knowledge of local land values and is inflated or even fraudulent.  If yes, a written explanation 
needs to be provided to the landowner as to why SELT will not sign the 8283. 
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EXHIBIT A 
SAMPLE APPRAISAL PROPOSAL REQUEST LETTER 

 

-Request for Appraisal Services- 
[Fee or Conservation Easement] 
_________ Tract, Address, Town 

DATE 

SELT invites you to prepare a proposal and contract with a fixed price for the following appraisal 
assignment: 

• An appraisal of a [conservation easement on or fee interest of] an approximately _____-
acres tract [or portion of a tract] located at address in the Town of _________ and owned by 
__________ and shown on the ___________ Town Tax Maps as Map ________ Lot 
________.  The subject property is [Describe if developed and if so with what, forest land, 
agricultural land, general features].  [Describe amount of road frontage, any water frontage, 
whether there is a development plan for the property.  Include survey, aerial map, and 
reference if a conceptual development plan is being done or has been done].  The deed 
reference for the property is [SCRD  or RCRD] Book ______, Page ________.    

• If CE acquisition: The conservation easement will be similar in form to the Southeast Land 
Trust of NH’s (SELT) model easement terms (attached), and will allow or prohibit [explain 
deviations from the model CE]. 

The proposal should be in the form of a fixed price contract for a [choose: Restricted Appraisal or 
Appraisal Report] and the deliverable will include ___ copies of the appraisal report and an electronic 
deliverable of the appraisal report in PDF format.   Please provide the date by which the appraisal report 
will be delivered.  To be considered for this project, please mail or email your proposal and contract to 
_____project manager name________ for SELT, by ______________. 

The Landowner’s contact information is as follows: _________________________. 

The appraisal shall conform to professional appraisal society standards, and Uniform Standards of 
Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP).  Please write your proposal in the form of a contract with a 
signature block for your company and a signature block for SELT.   

The work requested is work for hire, to be produced as proprietary information for SELT with __[List any 
parties that may rely on the report]_____ as an intended user.  The appraiser and its employees shall 
hold all information, documents, maps, etc., produced as part of this work in strict confidence and such 
information shall not be released to any third party without the express written consent of SELT. 

Please feel free to contact me if you need any further information.  Thank you for your attention and 
confidentiality with respect this matter.  I look forward to your response. 

 Sincerely, 

Attach – Aerial Map, Survey (if available), Conceptual development plan (if available), other maps 
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EXHIBIT B 
ACCREDIDATION REQUIREMENTS MANUAL 9J
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EXHIBIT C 
SAMPLE DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS REQUEST LETTER 

 
Date 
 
Address 
 
Dear__________: 
 
The Southeast Land Trust of New Hampshire requests your firm to submit a proposal and fixed price 
contract for the following services. 
 
Preparation of conceptual development plan(s) for the _____- acre ________ property located in the 
Town of ___________ and shown on Tax Map ______, Lot ________ (see enclosed map).  The 
conceptual development plan is being prepared for appraisal purposes and the appraiser working on 
this project is ______________.  There is an existing survey on record for the property and is recorded 
as Plan __________ at the RCRD. 
 
The selected contractor shall prepare at least _____ conceptual development plans for the property.  
 
The conceptual development plan(s) will be prepared: 

• using the best readily available boundary information[and proposed conservation easement 
boundary (provided by the land trust),] (e.g., tax map, plan of record, unrecorded plan, etc). 

• using the best readily available wetlands and soils information that has been at least visually 
checked through a site visit by the contractor and review of aerial photography, but not 
necessarily by a soil scientist or wetland scientist.  

• in compliance with State laws and regulations and the Town of _______ zoning and subdivision 
provisions, including overlays (aquifer, wetland, steep slopes, etc).  The contractor may design 
the conceptual development plan relying on [Cluster, Open Space, etc. zoning provisions and] 
waivers that have been approved by SELTNH in advance.  In addition, any wetland 
crossings/buffer encroachments must be approved in advance by SELTNH. 

• to maximize return for a potential developer (the “highest & best use”), which does not 
necessarily maximize the number of lots.  The selected contractor shall confer with the 
appraiser for guidance as to the most profitable options the contractor is considering. 

• using the contractor’s knowledge of what has been approved by the Planning Board. 
• with logical phasing (if necessary) for the subdivision. 
• with any additional information the selected contractor believes will be helpful in the appraisal 

of the property. 
 
The contractor will make at least one site visit to the Property to field check site suitability (e.g., 
wetlands, topography, ledge, etc). 
 
The draft plan(s) will be provided in PDF format for SELTNH and the Appraiser to review and provide 
feedback to the contractor on changes. 
 
The draft and final conceptual plan(s) will be provided in PDF format and will show: 

• Approximate property boundaries and tax map references. 
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• Approximate wetland boundaries, streams, ponds, and rivers. 
• Setback boundaries for septic, structures, wetlands buffer, etc. 
• Any readily known encumbrances (e.g., utility corridors). 
• Existing structures and improvements, that can be discerned from aerial photos and/or 

the field visit. 
• Road frontage calculations for each lot. 
• Acreage and square foot calculations for each lot. 
• Numbered lots. 
• Length and width of any proposed new roads. 
• Label all roads and their class. 
• Indicate zoning district boundaries and zoning setback/minimum lot size requirements 

and other pertinent zoning provisions. 
• Phase boundaries (if applicable). 
• Scale. 
• North arrow. 

 
Please provide the date by which the first draft of the conceptual development plan(s) will be delivered. 
 
If you wish to be considered for this project, please submit your proposal by 5:00 pm on 
______________ by email, US Mail, or other delivery service. 
 
Please write your proposal in the form of a contract with a signature block for your company and for the 
Southeast Land Trust of New Hampshire [ _and Town of _____________ and ___[landowner]]. 
 
The work requested is work for hire, to be produced as proprietary information for the Southeast Land 
Trust of New Hampshire [, Town of ________and _____[landowner]].  The contractor and its employees 
shall hold all information, documents, maps, etc., produced as part of this work in strict confidence and 
such information shall not be released to any third party without the express written consent of SELTNH. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need any further information.  Thank you for your attention and 
confidentiality with respect this matter.  We look forward to your response. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
__________________ 
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EXHIBIT D 
SAMPLE COMPARABLE SALES GRID 
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EXHIBIT E 
SAMPLE DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 
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EXHIBIT F 
ACCRED IDATION REQUIREMENTS MANUAL 10B 
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